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Officials say 'safety first concern' at Catawba
" BY BONNIE JERDAN
"Duke's first concern is safety in operating," according to
Mary Cartwright, supervisor of energy services at Duke Power
Company during an interview last Tuesday at the Catawba
nuclear power plant.
"We are very consMous of safety during the construction of
a nuclear plant," Cartwright said. Everything at the plant is
checked four times during construction, she said.
Bill Rixon, an official at the Catawba plant, explained that
the containment structure for the nuclear reactor is composed of
3VS feet of concrete with a metai plate which is x-rayed and
inspected for faults and weaknesses. Inside the structure, which is
circular to contain pressure, he said, are three systems of protection in case of a radiation leak or accident. The emergency cooling system sprays water inside the entire structure. Also, emergency core coding injects water directly into the reactor. As an
added protection, the inner wall of the structure contains 3,000
tons of ice containing boron-a neutron absorber, Rixon said. The
reactor building Itself is anchored to bedrock.
Another safety problem at a nuclear plant is the storage of
spent fuel. "Spent fuel is highly radioactive," Cartwright said.
"This will be stored on site until the government decides what to
do with it."
Cartwright said that spent ftiel could be used. England and
France, among other countries using nuclear power, have reprocessing plants for recycling spent fuel. The United States
is not allowing nuclear plants to reprocess spent fuel because it
produces plutonium, a byproduct that can be used in making
nuclear weapons.
Spent fuel is stored in such a way that it is completely shielded, Rixon said. The spent fuel storage pool aiso has 3V4 feet thick
concrete walls and a metal plate to keep the racfiation inside.
Racks holding fuel assimblies are submerged in borated water.
Low-level waste will go to the waste burial site to Barnwell,
S.C. "Low-level waste," Cartwright said, "is trash-'ools, suits
and equipment Out have been exposed to radioactivity."
The Catawba p'ant will use six cooling towers to recycle the
water used as steam to turn the turbines. This way the plant will
not affect the river by changing temperatures, Cartwright said.
"Any energy pi ami will affect the environment," she said.
Winthrop biologists work at Catawba in environmental monitoring of water, fish, plankton, and animals in the area, Rixon said.
Cartwright said that student tours of the Catawba plant are
welcome. "We provide speakers for Winthrop classes.
"Nuclear power has been shrouded in mystery for too long.
People who live near nue'ear plants *Lould leam about them."

Protest attempt fails
(Condensed from article by
David Wysoki, UPI reporter)
Thousands of anti-nuclear
protesters staged sidew»!k sit-ins
and disrupted Well Street's rushhour traffic Monday, Oct. 30 in
a futile attempt to shut down
the New York Stock Exchange
on the 50th anniversary of the
Crash of 1929.
More than 1,040 protesters
were arrested or ticketed for disorderly conduct during the ninehour rally-the largest police
roundup In the city's history.
No major Incidents of violence
were reported.
The pro testers-chanting No
Nukes!"-tried without success
to prevent workers from entering the gray-stone building.
Some employees spent the night

in brokerage houses to ensure
prompt arrival at work Monday.
The demonstrators called the
protest a success despite the
failure to shut down the exchange. It waa the slowest trading day on the Big Board in six
months.
The demouaUatioa-estimated
at nearly 4000 people strongwas organized by a coalition of
100 anti-nuclear groups calling
itself "Wall Street Action,"
which had pledged to shut down
the exchange to protest the
financial district's nuclear power
investments.
Coalition
spokeswoman
Grace Hedemann conceded, "It
was a bit unrealistic to think
that we could have closed down
the market"

m

The short cooling towers at Catawba nuclear plant uae fans to circulate air, rather than air shafts,
as used by the 70 ft. towers made familiar by Three Mile Island. (Photo by Tim Hartis)

Nuclear plant changes urged
(Condensed from article by
H. Josef Herbert. AP writer)
The presidential commission
on Three Mile Island called Tuesday, October 30, for "fundamental changes" in the way
nuclear plants are built, operated
and regulated, but said adoption
of its recommendations still
would not "assure the safety
of nuclear power."
The 12-member panel's findings are advisory and many of
its recommendations, including a
proposal that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) be
abolished, would take congressional approval.
In accepting the report, President Carter said the recommendations "will be studied very
carefully" and that after an
analysis he will make a report
to Congress and the nation.
However, members of the
commission voiced fears of
another serious accident unless
there Is fast action.
*1 have this terrible feeling
that somewhere out there
another accident is waiting to
happen," said Carolyn Lewis,
one of the panel's strongest
critics of the nuclear industr-.
Among the presidential panel
conclusions are:
-Metropolitan Edison Co., that
operated Three Mile Island, "did
not have sufficient knowledge,
expertise and personnel to op-

erate the plant or maintain it
adequately."
-Emergency response to the
accident by the NRC, state and
federal emergency authorities
and utility officials "was dominated by an atmosphere of almost total confusion."
-The "most serious health effect
of the accident was severe mental stress, which was short lived
"and that the amount of racfiation released "will have a negligible effect on the physical
health of the individuals."

While operator errors contributed significantly to the
accident, equally at fault were
poorly designed instruments and
the inability of the nuclear
power industry to head signals
from previous problems at
nuclear facilities.
Hie 12-member presidential
panel, ranging from a Pennsylvania housewife to two nuclear
engineers, said it could not condude whether commercial nuclear power generation should
continue.

Diversions minimal
(Condensed from article by
Lee Bandy, Washington Bureau)

South Carolina facility could
easily be altered to handle the
co-processing mode-a modificaReprocessing of spent fuel tion of reprocessing ii? which
can be carried out safely and plutonium does not exist in
economically, and the risk of separated form but emerges
theft and proliferation is mini- from the plant In a mixed
mal, a find draft report of the stream of uranium and pluInternational Nuclear Fuel Cycle tonium, greatly reducing the
Evaluation (INFCE) has con- risk of proliferation.
cluded.
The INFCE report believes
The Barnwell Nuclear Fuel "proliferation is primarily a
Plant (BNFP), the only facility political and not a technical
capable of handing commer- matter," that physical steps can
cial fuel in the United States, be taken to protect the Aid
has been touted as a rx».'4He cycle form abuse.
"The abuse of fuel-cycle
multi-national reprocessing
ter by the government under facilities is pot the easiest nor
stiff International controls.
the most efficient route to
Officials of Allied Nuclear acquire material for manufacServices, owners and operators ture of nuclear weapons," the
,,9?,,t&f,,Bapm?a plant, s*y titereportcon tended.
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Give nuclear a chance
A great deal has been said about nuclear power. Many
people, whether informed or ignorant, have a strong pro or
con view of this source of energy. Some, however, feel
they simply do not know enough about the dangers or
benefits of nuclear power to take a definite position.
THE JOHNSONIAN staff believed that we had a responsibility to help more Winthrop students be aware of the
facts so that they may make a responsible, intelligent
decision to either support or oppose nuclear power as an
energy source. As college students, we are inherently expected to know more about current issues-poiiticd, educational, national, and environmental. We may soon hold
jobs in which our positions on these issues will be influential. Also, nuclear power will have a more direct impact on
Winthrop students themselves, as the Catawba plant nears
completion only 10 miles away. The town of Rock Hill,
of which we are a part, is currently in controversy over
whether to join other communities in South Carolina and
buy a portion of the Catawba plant For these and other
reasons, it is the responsibility of each student to become
more informed about the source of one of tne nation's
greatest controversies at this time.
We have, in this issue, interviewed a Duke Power official
at Catawba power plant and detailed some facts about
nuclear power. We have presented the opinions of informed
Winthrop instructors, as well as those of the student-onthe-street Our contributing editors have offered their
views on the issue and prepared a "Point-Counterpoint"
format to contrast opinions. News release articles show
other views across th? country. We hope that students
w91 benefit from our efforts.
N
nw, it's my turn . . . I believe it is time we looked at
the nuclear power issue realistically and unemotionally.
No matter what environmentalists say, America cannot
instantly revert to log cabins and give up electricity almost
entirely. We need electricity. Sure, we should take as many
steps as possible to conserve energy (Our staff came up with
a few ideas, on page 8.), but energy is still essential. In
addition, coal ant', ofl supplies-as everyone knows-are
rapidly being depleted. Therefore, we must, for the time
being, depend on nuclear power.
I agree that solar energy is completely natural and.(
pollution-free, but it is also very expensive to develop
right now. We should continue researching this resource,
but we cannot switch over to it tomorrow.
Meanwhile, nuclear plants are necessary* ,-io keep
America running. We have no problem w'lth hydroelectric
plants. However, they pose a great risk in the event of the
dam breaking and water flooding nearby cities, as happened last Wednesday in Florida. This risk is why safety
checks and procedures are important to their operation.
Nuclear plants, too, are very safety conscious. Mary
Cartwright, Duke's supervisor of energy services, said that
everything in a nuclear station is built and examined with
"What If" in mind. Every possible risk is taken into consideration. The reactor buildings are anchored to bedrock
in order to withstand hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes;
the walls of the containment structures are
feet of concrete with metal plates; these walls are x-ray inspected for
flaws. In the control room, there are four of each instrument which feeds back information about temperature
and safety throughout the plant in case one or more breaks
down. Operator training is continuous as licensed operators
return to a simulator every five weeks to practice dealing
with emergencies.
We should not give up on nuclear power just because
there is a risk. We should, however, continue to enforce
safety controls and use the most readily available energy
source while developing safer methods.
Vfffftm

Bonnie Jerdan

Bruce McDaniel

Let's all give a warm welcome
to South Africa, as she enters
the growing ranks of the 'probable' nudea* powers. The sighting of a supposed atomic Mast
off her shores puts this country right up there with Israel
and Pakistan, where atomic
bombs have been in the works
for years. Pretty soon, Argentina, Brazil and God knows
who else may produce bombs,
unless we join forces with the
Soviet Union to bring a final
halt to the proliferation of the
weapon's technology, before it is
really too late.
Six nations already possess
nuclear strike forces: the U.S.,
the U.S.S.R., China, France,
Great Britain and India. Five of
these keep H-bombs in the air
twenty four hours a day to
ensure their 'safety'. There have
already been hair raising crises
among the;e five, resulting from
crashed transport planes, bombs
dropped mistakenly, missing
bombs and other such pott itial
disasters.
India, the newest addition to
the 'confirmed' nuclear club,
provides a sad illustration of the
popularity of the bomb as a
goal among third world nations,
a trend which brings a shudder
of fear to defense strategists
in both the U.S. and the Soviet

Union. Unable to even begin
to adequately feed her starving
millions, the Indian government
was nonetheless able to cough
up enough funds for the costly
development of an atomic
bomb. Neighboring Pakistan is
expected to follow suit shortly
with a bomb of her own.
The nuclear sword of Damades has hung over our heads
for the past thirty years now,
with only the uncertain restraint of the American and
Soviet leaders serving to prevent
it from crashing down. Can we
count on the unstable leaders in
potentially dozens of third
world countries to display similar restraint when they attain
nudear capability? if not, how
do we stop the continuing proliferation of these weapons?
We can do so only by increased co-operation with the
Soviet Union. We must discontinue the exportation of nudear
technology to the third world
iiations. We must also put pressure on France and Germany to
restrain them from their planned
sales of nudear plants to Brazil
and others.
SALT II is the essential prerequisite to keeping a lid on the
nuclear arms race, and if it
founders, it will bode ill for all
future efforts at non-prolifera-

tlon around the world. The
United States and the Soviet
Union, allies on the field of
battle just thirty five years ago,
must become working allies
again to ir.eet this far greater
present threat. Just as we both
share in the responsibility of
beginning the deadly and wasteful arms race,.we must share in
the responsibility of disarming
these weapons for all time. We
must begin with the SALT II
Treaty.
.
There's something that you
can do to help in this nonproliferation process, too.
That's right. Even now, the
Senate continues its debate on
the SALT G treaty, and the
debate could end in a rejection
of the treaty, an eventuality
which would pave the way for
a future in which there might be
not just one major arms race,
but many.
Take up a pen, and write
one of your United States'
Senators. Tell him that you
want to see less missiles flying
around over your neighborhood
in the next few years, not more.
Tell him that you want him to
vote in favor of the SALT n
Treaty. It could be the smartest
thing youll do all day.

S.h b'

MAR&UIJES
CPS

Drain the sun
— Dennis Meyers
Coal is dirty, oil and natural
gas are scarce, nuclear power is
dangerous, and then there is
solar energy: Safe, clean, abundant, and free.
Our world is not noted for its
conservation of anything, as the
present time energy crisis attests.
Yet, that big yellow star bombards us, not only with tanning
rays, but with about 32,000
times as much potential power
as we are able to get rid of In a
day. The amount of sunlight

transportation required by other Most of them have been solved
sources of energy. Imagine how or are waiting to be solved.
much energy we waste getting Waiting because monies needed
our energy sources, say gas, or for research is being used for
coal, to our homes. Having a expanding the deadly giant solar unit installed in our back- nudear energy.
yards or on our roofs would
Some of the problems deal
eliminate til of this.
with the storage of energy.
Others deal with costs of production. Yes, solar energy »
Maybe this is where the prob- free. But, the procedures and
lem begins. When we eliminate materials of hamassing and stortransportation, in a sense we are ing are more expensive than we
already have. Granted these
costs are the only costs. No
more electric bill, no more gas
supply us with our needs for a
bUi!
Energy has always been the
The point is clear; solar
£
key to man's greatest goals ana
W
6 8
1 1
to his dreams of a better world.
7 Z L T X ' «we n?t S ^ n e S
J? " *
If we want to keep this better
world, we must redirect our reclean, safe, abundant, and
free.
» " m l n a t e in - search and energy to develop
Moreover, solar heating
hating and
solar energy. For if w e
there are some take power from the sun, we
cooling does not re •mX

fm urn mi nnn»
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Nuclear energy a must
Beth Tucker
When will America realize
that it's time to regain its status
as a strong, self-supportive world
power? For years we hcve
accepted
the
outrageous
increases in oil price and consumption. The sad part is that
America is forced to meet
energy needs by catering to the
whims of foreign nations, who
basically hold the reins of our
energetic economy. Has the U.S.
lost its pride and yes, its power?
If this country wants to really
be independent, it is time it
looked for the solution to its
energy problem at home.
Nuclear energy is essential to
the growth, strength, and independence of our nation.
The use of coal is cut. Economists enjoy nothing more
than raising hell about pollution from coal burning operations. Face it — there will definitely be a problem with pollution if coal becomes a major
source of energy. Also, our
supply ot coal is not infinite.

and it takes millions of years
for coal to develop. Coal is also
difficult to obtain. Strip mining leaves behind a barren wasteland, in a time where the population increase is so great that
land apace is becoming scarce.
The dangers of coal mining are
astounding. Mine disasters, cave
ins and landslides, are frequent
headlines. Nuclear energy has
little pollution, takes up less
space, and is more abundant.

depending on welfare, Social
Security, and those of the lower
dass. Not everyone can afford to
rebuild their homes and offices
to adapt to solar power. Nuclear
energy is already in use in many
parts of the country, and the
changeover is less expensive and
not as noticeable.
As far as the credibility and
business procedures of the NCR
goes, face it. We're getting shafted all over. Harp all you want
about the NCR, and then take
oil companies. Whenever there
are businessmen in a large profit outfit, the profits are bound
to be sky high, and under-thetable dealings are bound to be
there.

some other source and still be
able to keep up. Or our nuclear
warheads. Take away nuclear
energy and we really lose our
strength.
Nuclear energy is vitally
necessary in our country, and
we need it NOW. Sure, people
say that a lot isn't known yet
about nuclear energy. But stop
and think. If we halt all procedures now, how are we ever to
find out really all there is to
know about nuclear energy? We
are the "guinea pig" generation
Electricity probably had the
for nuclear power. It's just
same kind of start that nuclear
another step forward — progress
energy is having. However, in the
case of electrical safety, elecif you will call it that. And
every time there is a need for a
tricity has many hazards. Live
giant step forward, there are
wires M e n after storms cause
millions trying to shackle pronumerous accidents, not to mengress. And that should not be
tion electrocutions and fires in
the home.
Another important factor the case. America needs to get
back on its feet and (pardon the
about
nuclear
energy
is
the
role
Solar energy is thoutfit by
many as the future energy it plays in our national defense pun) get its head out of the
source for America. No way. For system. Can it really go so far as sand. And the development and
one thing, the co6t of the to make us inferior? I can't see adoption of nuclear energy as a
changeover would be astronomi- us taking away our nuclear sub- major source of energy is a great
cal. Especially for the people marines and reverting them to start.

Three Mile Island: obvious result
Bob Ford
Beth, you ignorant dut. The
Three Mile Island incident
should have made it obvious
that we simply are not prepared
to deal with the widespread use
of nuclear power.
Exactly what happened at
Three Mile Island that fateful
day last March? Several mechanic.^ systems failed. The computer which controlled the plant
failed to detect these malfunctions. In a crisis situation, plant
engineers were operating on false
information. As a result,
250,000 gallons of radioactive
water spilled onto the floor of
the auxiliary building, which
was not designed to hold anything radioactive. For two hours
radioactive steam escaped into
the atmosphere.
And the reactor core tottered
on the brink of a meltdown.
The effects of the meltdown
would have been nothing short
of cataclysmic.
President Carter, himself a
nuclear power advocate, created
a commission to study the
causes and effects of the accident at Three M e Wand. Their
conclusions are not reassuring.
Metropolitan Edison, which operated the Three Mile Wand
reactor, 'did not ho*8 Wffldent knowledge, expertise, and
psnonnel to operate the tflant or
maintain it adequately." The
commission called for technological improvemehta, better taintog of pUnt operttoo,

periodic relicensing of nuclear
power plants. The commission
had sharp criticism for the
N.R.C. They charged that the
independent agency was preoccupied with licensing reactors,
to the extent that it neglected
safety measures. They recommended that the N.R.C. be replaced by an executive agency
with a single chairman, presumably within the Energy
Dept. The commission's final
analysis was that "fundamental
changes will be necessary in the
organization, procedures, practices, and above all in the attitudes of the N.R.C. and the
nudear industry."
The commission also recommended a halt in construction of new reactors until
safety improvements are adopted. They voted 6 for, 3 against,
2 abstaining, and 1 absent, on
a moratorium on new plant
construction. The same vote
occurred on a motion to withhold licenses from plants already under construction. (Under a rule just adopted the weekend before the vote, seven votes
were required to pass a reccommendation—even though the
commissioner* who voted were
2-to-l in favor of a moratorium.)
A recent Congressional study
discovered emergency planning,
to the event of a nuclear acddeet, woefully deficient, if not

altogether absent. They blamed
the N.RC. It has misled the
people concerning the need for
emergency planning.
This brings us to another
major reason for a moratorium
on nudear power: r r IS A
FACT THAT THE NUCLEAR
INDUSTRY AND THE N.R.C.
HAVE REPEATEDLY LIED TO
US ABOUT THE DANGERS
AND THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER. This means
that they will tell us what they
want us to believe. This means
we cannot trust what they say.
Where the safety and hazards
of nudear power are concerned,
we would be fools to listen to
industry and government "experts." We wovld do better to
listen to the advice of nudear
scientists (who are not employed by the industry). Most of
them find fault with the current level of safety precautions.
Safeguards are simply inadequate. The Rasmussen study,
which dedared the industry
safe enough for commercial
development, has since been
retracted by Dr. Rasmussen himself.
Besides, what are we going
to do with the stuff after we
use it? Nudear wastes possess
half-lives of mBIenia. And we
cannot safely store it. (If we
can, then why are governeca
ordering their waste sites to
quitreceivingshipments?)

Remaining advocates of nudear power insist that we cannot afford to cease development of nuclear energy. Obviously, we cannot,, yet, shut
down existing plants. Such a
drastic move would require
another two million barrels of
OPEC oil each day. But
is
unnecessary that we contii. .e
development of such a dangerous, potentially catastrophic,
energy source. The nudear alternative is becoming economically impractical. Some power
companies which were planning to start construction of new
plants are cancelling their projects. More and more financiers
are getting out of nudear
power.
The cheapest new source of
energy has been available for
decades. It is called conservation. And the technology is
here, right now, this very minute, to utilize solar power on a
wide scale. Every new house
being built could come equipped with solar powered water
heaters and furnaces. The fuel
saved by these two measures
could replace the need for any
further development of nudear
power. However, they do cot
make for high profits. The multinationals stai have not figured
out how to charge customers
for the sun. When they do, a
solar power revolution wti replace the nUdear industry. .
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Do you think nuclear power
is the answer to the energy crisisi

"I think we need to explore other
alternatives to th« energy problem, because any nuclear energy accident
would be very severe. If the nuclear
power stations would follow the NRC
regulations more closely, the chance of
accident would be smaller."
Tina Winchester
Sophomore

"No. It's been proven that nuclear
power is vulnerable to error, and in relationship to other means of energy,
nuclear power would be more hazardous
to people's lives than solar energy and
goethermal power."
Jamie Ramere
Junior

"No. There are too many negative
aspects to nuclear power. By means of
extended research solar energy and
education (learning to conserve what
energy we do have) We need to center
our attention on conservation of energy
at the present time."
Tammy FinJey
Junior

"I haven't thought about it enough
to say whether ic's going to be our
future energy source or not. I would say
yes if I had to give 1 definite answer."
Lisa Wright
Senior

• "I think solar power is a better
answer. I dont think it scares people
off as much. There's too many dangers
involved with nuclear power."
Mary Lynn Whites! des
Junior

"It is a small part of the answer to a
large problem that is going to take a
long time to solve. I don't think that
nuclear power should be around for
more than 10 yean anywhere. We
diould be exploring, researching, and
conserving the different kinds of energy
at our disposal."
Lars Johnson
Sophomore

"No, I dont. I think we have enou^i
oil in this country. It's being used th*
wrong way and there's a 'ot of misargument in the oil organization."
Kevin Hambrick
Junior

"For the time being, I think it is one
of the best substitutes we have. America
is the nation of technology and we are
always trying to improve on technology.
We rely too heavily on natural resources."
Dwayne Banks
Senior

"Yea, it might be one of them. It's
just one in several. They should experiment with different ways of providing
energy."
Cheryl Thompson
Junior

"It obviously isn't, with the n m t
wwt of near nuclear disasters. It would
, be dangerous to assume that nuclear
1 energy will answer all our energy problems."
Tom Gaeta
Junior

WW»1 < WW
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'IVo more Nukes9
nudear demonstrators.
Jane Fonda, in speaking of
Since the Three Mile Mind James Schlefihgert attitude tonuclear power plant malfunc- ward nuclear energy, said "puttion, antinuclear demonstrations ting James Schlesinger in charge
have been on the rise in numer- of solar energy Is like putttig
ous locations, including a recent Dracula to charge of a Wood
assault at the New York Stock bank." She also warned Carter
Market. Over 3000 persons in- to drop the energy chief or
vaded the stock market and face the consequences in 1980.
New York has been the
over 1000 were arrested for
disorderly conduct. They were location of many antinuclear
trying to close down the stock • demonstrations. Dr. Mlchis Kamarket to call attention to the hu, professor of nuclear phydangers of nuclear power. Most sics at City University of New
demonstrations are highly or- York, spoke on the history of
ganized and well-planned with nudear installations. Kahu said
speeches on the evils of nuclear about 800 unpuUicized nudear
power, songs, and banners. accidents have happened every
Chants of "No More Nukes" year since the beginning of nudear installations. Although
All the air.
The demonstrators come most have been minor, at least
from ail walks of life and draw four have had partial meltsuch big names as Joni Mitchel, downs.
Peihap6 the reason for inGraham Nash, John Hall, and
Jackson Browne who appeared creased antinuclear demonstrawith speakers Jane Fonda, Dick tions to gain national attention
Gregory, Barry Commoner, and is best summed by this stateRalph Nader at the antinuke ment from the NEW YORKER:
"Nuclear defenders dte in
march on Washington. The
Washington march was the numerous newspaper columns
largest yet known with 65- and public statements, all other
75,000 demonstrators. The modem processes and productsmarchers were predominantly from coal mining to cigarettesyoung, white, and not the con- are dangerous to life, as though
ventional middle-class suburban everyone is somehow supposed
to feel better about nuclear
community.
This important demonstra- meltdowns because hundreds of
tion even rated a surprise visit thousands of Americans die each
from the President. Congress re- year from smoking.
A verdict may one day be
acted by seriously considering
stricter nuclear regulations. rendered on nuclear energy as a
whole:
in theory we can live
Presidental contender Ted Kennedy offered a sympathetic ac- with it, but in practice we
knowledgement of the anti- cant."
BY MICHELE HAULTER

GYMNI
Hwy. 21
By-Pass

ROCKHILL, S.C.

Gymnastics Instructor Betsy S. Bonomo
4 Time State Champion
2 Time Southeastern AAU Champion

Call 366-8348
-Slimnastics
-Luigi Jazz
-Russian Ballet
-Checcetti Ballet

GRAND OPENING NOV. Sth

Cuttgg

spruce up

Room

PiKSONAl HAKSTY11NC FOR BOTH.

MON12-8
TUE-FRI9;30-6
SAT 9 - 1

Call for appointment
327-6061
147 OAKLAND WE.
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More solar classes and solar deg ees
GOLDEN, CO (CPS) - Glenn
Backley reached his decision
while strolling down a Los
Angeles street. There Backley
noticed a SOLAR AGE magazine on display and leafed
through its cover article on
solar heaters for pools. It was
that moment, he recalls, when
he decided to pursue a solar
energy education.
The lanky, curly-haired Callfomian had ping-ponged from
junior college to auto mechanic jobs, and admitted "I
didnt really know what I wanted to do." Now, in his first
year of a solar program at Community College of Denver, Backley's entirely satisfied with his
choice.
"IH never be out of work,"
he boasts, 'In California, they're
starving for solar installers. I'm
getting in on the ground floor
and there's no way the market
wont grow. Besides," Backley
notes with a grin, "I'm impatient. One more year of
school and 111 be done with
it."
Like Backley, more and more
students are beginning to see the
advantages of solar energy training. In contrast to many other
graduates, the solar energy grad
will enter a market that has
been growing by quantum leaps.
Since 1973, the amount of
business done by companies that
manufacture and market solar
devices has doubled yearly. In
1978, that tallied to $150 mil-

lion, and a $1 billion business
is predicted for 1932.
Nearly 2.8 million jobs are
predicted for 2000. One federal study charted that, even if
the industry maintained only
its present growth, some
400,000 joba would be open
in the next 20 years in solar
heating and water systems alone.
Numbers lihe those have been
downright inspirational to both
educators looking for ways to
market college programs and students looking for degree programs that can lead them to
jobs.
Now almost 700 port-secondary institutions have sprouted
at least one solar energy course,
according to a survey of 2100
schools by the National Solar
Energy
Research
Institute
(SERI) here. There are also an
increasin ; variety of solar degree
program*. SERI found 125 solar
education curricula, and 148 hill
degree programs.
SERI's National Energy Education Directory, a thick volume that lists a total of 1307
solar courses offered around the
land, is both comprehensive and
an illustration of the inconsistencies of today's solar education.
'•Right now, the numbers of
courses are impressive, but we're
not so sure about the quality,"
cedes SERI's George Corcoleotes. "We've since heard about
several programs that are not as
impressive as they sound on

paper."
And because the field is to
new, it's not always easy for tin
student to Investigate quality
before enrolling. Corcoleotes «.
members, "We had a guy in hen
recently who was traveling
around the country looking at
solar programs. By the time ht
got there, he was down to his
last $500, and he had his vife
and kids along. We recommended a local college, but he wanted
to check out a school on the
coast tat."
Corcoleotes suggests students
might get additional information
more easily by calling SERI's
regional canters, or the National
Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center in Pennsylvania.
The anticipated boom market
in solar energy has not only
Increased the number of
courses, but warped the courses' emphasis. Earlier in the
decade, most solar energy classes dwelled on general analysis
of how Rolar energy worked,
and discussed theoretical applications.
More recently, seemingly
hundreds of more practical
courses are padding solar curricula with lessons for installation, engineering, and research.
Most experts think a technical emphasis is the easiest to
parlay into a job after graduation.
"Solar systems installers and
(Continued on page 7)
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Stone: "Nuclear power most practical"
BY LORI RIDGE
"You hare to weigh the
benefits and the cost, and you
hare to look long range,"
stresses Professor Gary St one
when he talks about the use of
nudear energy.
Stone, an assistant professor
of economics at Wlnthrop, is an
advocate of nodear power. In
his opinion, the benefits of
having nuclear power sources
outweigh the cost and risk involved, and he believes that in
the long run, nuclear power is
the most practical source of
energy.
Stole pointed out that althou# there are several alternate sources of energy, each of
these sources has its disadvantages or hazards that are in some
way costly. For instance, the
supply of imported oQ can be
hindered, thus causing oil prices
to be jacked up because the
demand for' oil has not been
adequately reduced.
Goal, as another alternate
source, a in plentiful supply,
but it is a pollutant. The effects
of coal burning may be scarcely
noticeable at first, or cause
little public alarm, but it is the
overall damage that should be
measured.
Solar power seems not to be
the answer to meeting energy
requirement: In the near fetare
because it is a relatively new
technology which has not been
fully developed. It therefore
costs more than other resources.
Another source of energy
that Stone mentioned is hydroelectric power, which is used
primarily along the northeast
coast. But hydroelectric power
would not be a convenience to
the population of the midwest,
where there are fewer bodes of
water.
Stone said he believes that
geography affects the supply
and demand for specific power
sources. "For instance," he
said, "you wouldn't want to
build a nuclear power plant near
San Francisco because the faults
in that area cause so many earthquakes."

If gsograpby plays such a
large part in dsterm'nlig our
energy sources, we can induce
that different regions are affected more than others by the cutback of crude oil, or the lack of.
energy supply which pertains
most to that region. Thus, by
having a greater number of
nudear power plants than other
regions of the U.S., toe southeast would be toe meet affected
by a restriction of nudear energyStone also said that (Afferent energy sources would always
be necessary to power different
things. "You cant run your car
on nudear power," he said,
"so toe oil industry would still
be important." But he also said
that "dependency on foreign oil
is not toe answer" to the basic
energy requirements of this
country.
Stone added, inregardto
foreign on supply, that "Americans are more concerned about
the supply of feel rather than
the price." Stone said he bell ives
that "people are buyte# less
gasoline because of higher prices,
but if the prise doubles, they
don't buy half the gas they normally would have bought . . .
Americans are willing to pay the
price for fud."
Stone thinks that toe increased use of nuclear energy
would not have significant bearing on toe labor force in America. Although there wouldn't be
as much need for domestic (or
foreign) ofl production, toe
labor would be needed in other
areas. Stone said, "A lot of jobs
would be created just to build
nudear power plants," which
can take 12-15 years to construct, beginning withtoefirst
approvals for location and structure.
Of course, there is the ever*
present concern about the possibility' of nudear wastes being released into - the atmosphere.
Stone said he thinks 'that "the
potential for a nudear disaster is
always there," but there is a
potential for disaster in a lot of
other things that we live with
from day to day. Stone said that
in his opinion, "Americans have

lost their sense of adventure.
TT-ey are quite conservative,"
particularly about nudear power
"As far as actual damage to
the environment and people, it
doesnt seem that the damage
has been that bad," Stone said.
He explained that "if the government enforces nudear power,
it can also provide the money
for investigations to insure the
safety of nudear power projects."
Stone said that nudear
power is a "progressive industry." It is a source of energy
that is "available" and "teuible" in most regions of the
U.S. He added, "I think there
are a lot of problems that have
to be considered. But the track
record so fa. for nuclear energy
has not been bad, it seems."
Nudear energy can be profitable because (1) it is a source of
energy that can be controlled
domestically, (2) it can be produced in unlimited amounts,
and (3) it is apparently safe. In
addition to this, Stone said it is
possible that "the government
might compensate states for
bearing nudear energy sources
in order to insure their safety."
If there are these benefits,
it seems that it is In toe national
interest to employ nudear
power as a major energy source.
Stone said that when discussing
a topic such as nuclear energy,
too much emphasis is sometimes placed on local Interests.
Consideration must be given to
the national interest as well.

QUALITY TYPING
Fast, accurate typing of term papers,
reports, resumes, letters, and much
more for only pennies per page!

Energy Saving Ideas
THE JOHNSONIAN feds that everyone needs to be in on toe
energy saving act here at Wlnthrop and at home. There are many
energy saving ideas that can be put into practice NOW. THE
JOHNSONIAN came up with several that we'd like to toare with
you.
1. Use non-disposable pens with ink refills.
2. Very often in large buildings, half the flourescent bulbs can be
removed without significantlyreducinglight.
8. Dont go home every weekend.
4. Use both sides of a sheet of paper.
5. Wear insulated fur-lined shoes in winter.
6. Wear thicker socks in winter.
7. Seep naksd in toe summer.
8. Seep naked with someone in the winter.
9. Use quilts.
10. Use flannel sheets.
11. l a k e showers with a Mend.
12. Heavy overstaffed furniture is warmer than plsstte or metal.
18. Keep windows dean for maximum sunlight and sun heat.
14. Wine will keep you warm.
15. Trees shade in the summer and aBow heat in the winter.
16. Insulate.
17. Double windows — at least plastic.
18. the non-electric docks.
18. Buy local products.
•20. E!antrips»'| i-- un
J
asSfa Aaoqalb « %> Jovntattd tvil cv«nl aslDlhaq

stand. (Photo by Tim Hartis)

ALL PAPERS ARE
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Cat anytime.
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Jitters over campus nukes spread
(CPS) — Hie March accident at Three Mile Island made
words like "meltdown" as familiar as tuition hikes on college
campuses, inspired hundreds of
thousands of students to join
the anti-nuclear movement, and
has caiued a national epidemic
of jltterr this fall over campus
research reactors.
Nuclear reactors have been
staple campus tools ever since
1949, when one of the first
reactors was built beneath the
University of Chicago's Stagg
Stadium. But it took last
spring's incident to get significant numbers of students to
question the safety of college
research nuclear reactors and
reactor waste for the first time.
Consequently, allegations of
problems and accidents nave
cropped up at campuses from
coast to coast.
The loudest protest has come
from UCLA where a studentfaculty Committee To Bridge
The Gap has charged that a
small fission reactor on campus
is spewing 50 times the amount
of radioactive waste allowed by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).
"We think there is a reasonable doubt for the safety of the
people on this campus," explains
Dan Hirsch of the committee.
The university has been minimizing the possible danger lr; the
reactor waste, which is released
upwind from a nearby classroom

building that, according to
Hirsh, sucks in the waste
through the air conditioning
system.
"There is a lot of lying going
on," grouses Bill Toman, a graduate student who works with the
reactor. He notes his reactor
is neither the only nor the
largest one on campus. If protestors "were really concerned,
they should have gone to the
(UCLA) Medical Center. The
equipment there represents by
far the biggest health hazard on
campus."
"We see no health and
safety threat to the students
at that facility," reassures Frank
Wenslawski, an inspector with
the NRC's San Francisco office.
"There is no long-range hazard,
or even an Immediate danger."
Yet, as has become typical in
the nuclear "incidents" that
have been reported almost weekly by the student press this fall,
there is room left for debate and
fear. Protestors accuse college
administrators of treating either
the incidents or the potential
problems p.ised by campus reactors too lightly. The UCLA
reactor, for one, does emit more
radioactive argon 41 than the
NRC normally allows, and the
NRC did cite the university for
a violation "four or five years
agoi" according to Wenslawski.
But UCLA conducted a twoyear study, determined the
amount of argon 41 it emitted

campus building since 1976
was safe, and convinced the unlikely, either.
"This is like shooting first through a flaw in the surroundNRC to approve the higher
ing containment area.
and
asking
questions
later,"
he
levels of effluence.
Hirsch still worries that stu- says.
The Canadian Atomic Energy
dents who work in the MathQuestions about potential Control Board denies there's any
Science building near the redanger.
It has said the only
actor, which has been operating safety hazards turned most ad- way that amount of radiation
since 1959, could develop leu- ministrators studiously nonchal- could be dangerous would be if
kemia in 20 years. He readily ent in response, even when someone set up an office just
admits he doesn't really know if there are real Incidents.
For example, about 60 stu- outside the lead door where
that kind of prolonged mass
the discharge was detected.
murder is u:tually likely, but dents, faculty and staff members
If no one knows if the lowadds that the university and the were hurriedly evacuated from level radiation typically caused
the
Algal
Physiology
building
NRC dont really know if it is
at the University of Maryland by the small-scale campus equipOct. 12 when a pipe burst in an ment can be dangerous over a
area where tritium, a radioactive-. period of years, no one really
isotope used in the building for knows how common on-campus
plant experiments, was stored. A nuclear incidents have occurred.
John Copeck, public informahalf-inch flood resulted.
"There were a few people tion officer at the NRC's Marywho .became alarmed when they land headquarters, said theia
were told the water might be had been no reported safety
radioactiye," recalled botany In- problems at campus-based reactors or waste storage facilistructor John Hay den.
But school officials had stu- ties. Yet Hirsch swears his comdents back in the classroom mittee recently reported the
after a 90-minute mop-up. June argon 41 problem to the NRC.
Williams of Maryland's public
information office said it had
The NRC's Wenslawski notes
been a simple maintenance job,
and didn't know if the incident his agency doesn't really pay
much
attention to the potenwas even worth reporting to the
NRC. Campus radiation safety tial problems of college nuclear
physicist Benjamin Creech call- research. Though even minor
ed the evacuation "just a pre- Incidents Involving radioactive
materials must be reported to
caution."
TEA GARLIC BREAD
Nonchalence was also the the NRC at least annually,
Wenslawski
admits most of the
QMS BLOCK FROM CAMPUS# ACROSS FROM OAKLAND AVE. BAPTIST word at the University of NRC's scrutiny
is directed at
Houston when students at a
CHURCH A>HIHUTE WALK.
campus recycling center re- large nuclear power plants. "If a
turned In September to find a big plant stubs Its toe, we
new nuclear waste storage build- find out about it."
ing had been built nearby.
A campus radiation techniThat kind of rigilence may
cian told College Press Service
the low-level carbon 14 and tri- be less than comforting to
tium stored in the building those who worry about the
was gathered daily from classes, long-term safety of low-level
to the storage building radiation on campus. The
HOMHftK lULim - MO FROZEN FOODS USED IN PREPARATION taken
by bicycle, and kept there until NRC's doeer scrutiny of larger
it was shipped to the huge operations, to fact, promises
nuclear dump near Barnwell, to rate campus anxiety levels
S.C. Before the building was higher. The NRC has doted
erected, campus nuclear waste down all but one of the nation's
nuclear waste dumping grounds,
bad been stored in classrooms.
Students have also accused thus forcing campus research
administrators at Concordia Uni- operations to temporarily inversity in Ontario, Canada, of crease the amount of nuclear
being "irresponsible" for allow- waste they keep on campus.
ing radiation to escape from a Perhaps In anticipation of the
critics, Harvard lafct week decampus neutron generator.
According to the Canadian bated halting aH nuclear reUniversity Press, the generator search and use of nudear materhas been discharging neutron ials on campus^uatiL the .waste
particles into the basement of a disposal sites are reopened.
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Gregg: "Nuclear power a real problem"
BY CYNTHIA SMITH

There is also the very real
..problem of nuclear waste,

city would be committing itself
to double or even triple its

Did you know that it has
been estimated that circumstances similar or worse ft an
the Three-Mile Island incident
may occur every two yean?
For those of you who may
not have been keeping up with
these incidents, Three Mile Island nuclear power plant involved partial meltdown and radiation release of nuclear material.
According to Dr. Kenneth Nuclear waste can be defined base load consumption in the
Gregg, a Wintnrop professor of as the radioactive elements re- next 15 years. If this does not
biology: "If the containment maining after the splitting of occur, there may be a loss rather
than a saving.

. . .an area of land the size of the state

of Pennsylvania could be contaminated for
100 years or more."

Dr. Gregg seems to feel the
"Each reactor has radioactivity equivalent
real alternative to nuclear power
is just to conserve. Money spent

purchasing part of a nuclear
to about 1,000 Hiroshima bombs worth on
plant should be spent on insula-

of fallout."
building had ever been breach- uranium. The problem of nued following a full meltdown, dear waste involves where it is
the Nuclear Regulatory Commis- stored," said Dr. Gregg. "It
sion estimates that an area of must be stored for a long time
land the size of the state of (350 thousand years) which is
Pennsylvania could be contami- longer than the written history
nated for 100 years or more." of man." According to Dr.
The whole Three Mile Island Gregg, the NRC spent 20 years
incident has suddenly awakened studying a site in Kansas to bury
people to realize that there are
definite dangers of nuclear
power. It also seemed to have
aroused a cfistrust among those
who once were apathetic.
Dr. Gregg, a strong opponent
of nuclear power, defined it as
"the generation of electricity
using energy from splitting at- the nudear waste in salt before
oms to heat water, then after they discovered that the place
the water is heated, it turns was drilled full of holes and
the turbine which generates water was leaking into it. The
the electricity." In laymen's salt in the earth shows that the
terms, it is the splitting of a land is geologically stable. If the
radioactive substance, such as land is salt-filled, then water
uranium, to provide the heat to has not entered it for millions
generate electricity.
of years and probably will not.
Each reactor has radioactivity As long as water does not enter
equivalent to about 1,000 Hiro- the
radioactive
substances,
shima bombs worth of fallout. there's no chance of the material
According to Dr. Gregg, pro- entering the human food chain.
bably the two major problems
Six miles north of Rock
concerning the generation of Hill, on Lake Wylle, a nuclear
electricity by nuclear reactors power plant is now under constems from this fact. The two struction. Dr. Gregg was one of
most controversial issues deal the signers of a lawsuit protestwith accidents as a result of ing the construction of the
nuclear power and where the plant. "First of all, companies
nudear wastes will be stored.
decide to build a plant at a cerIf there is a large enough re- tain place then they get a conlease of radioactive materials struction permit," said Dr.
into the atmosphere, NRC Gregg- "It is at this time when
(Nudear Regulatory Commis- citizens can complain. The only
sion) estimates say it could re- problem is that the Nudear
sult in 14 billion dollars in pro- Reg-ilatory System, sets the
perty damage, 45,000 deaths,' court rules. The problems of nu100,000 injuries and contamin- dear waste or large accidents
ate an area the size of Penn- can't be dismissed. But if th«
sylvania. The NRC daims no building is sitting on an earthmember of the public has ever quake fault, it can be dismissed."
been killed because of nuclear
Dr. Gregg continued to say
power. But he does not include that there is also the question of
low level radiation damage. a joint operating agency buying
"If coal is burned as an energy a part of the Catawba plant
source, low grade health prob- Rock Hill would then make an
lems may occur as a result of agreement with this from them.
breathing in harmful waste pro- Over a 40 year period, there
ducts," continued Dr. Gregg. would be about seven percent
"So, there's the problem of de- savings for the city because
d<fing if we harm, say 10 people Rock Hill would be the ina year for 100 years in 1,000 direct owners. This would propeople dying at one time In a bably cause no major lifestyle
nudear accident."
change in Rock Hill, but the

tion and other conservation
techniques, a principle recently
endorsed by the Harvard School
of Business.
Dr. Gregg, along with many
others, firmly believe that there
are definite alternatives to
nudear power. President Carter
recently announced that nudear plants should not be built
around urban arecs. Should and
will not are definitely two separate words — especially in the
case ofregardingnuclear power.

. . .The real alternative to nuclear
power is just to conserve."

Columns and stacked levels remind the visitor to a cooling tower
at the Catawba nuclear plant of the Coliseum in Rome. Speculation: Will nuclear power leave as lasting an impression on the
history of mankind as the great arena? (Photo by Tim Hartis)

Stripped of myth and mystery,
the story of the most influential life in history.
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Can nuke plants be made safe?
BY PENNY THERRELL
After the incident at Three
Mile Island the American people

hare lost faith in the idea of
nuclear energy. It is seen as a
form of energy which has not
been perfected and cczla be
harmful to thousands of people. What the people are not

taking into consl deration is that
the problem is not in producing
Nuclear Energy, it is how we do
it. Wouldn't America be mors
willing to accept the new form
of energy if it were made safe

The heart of a nuclear reactor--* reactor vessel-awaits Installment in the second reactor under construction at the Catawba nuclear plant about 10 miles west of Rock Hill. Nudear fuel produces heat
by controlled fission in fuel rods located inside the reactor vessell. (Photo by Tim Hartis)
SAVE AT PLEJ S
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for people and the environment?
And is this possible?
In a recent interview with
PARADE magazine, Alvin M.
Weinberg, director of the Institute for energy analysis, stated
that nuclear energy must prove
itself to the world if it is ever to
become an active form of energy.
Nuclear Energy is like any
other new concept. It is the
nature of people to be skeptical and to exaggerate the subtest incident. It is also a fact
that all concepts need research
and perfection. Dr. Weinberg
has come up with six precautions or suggestions that he
feels could greatly advance the
production of nuclear energy.
His ideas are broken down into
six categories:
"Physical Isolation"- nuclear
plants should be located in areas
which are entirely remote. This
would lessen the possibility of
people being involved if an accident were to occur at one of the
plants. Weinburg suggested a 75
mile zone around each plant
to ensure safety.
"Technical Fixes"- There
should be intense study on new
forms of reactors which may
prove better or more efficient.
Weinburg mentions the reactor
used in the China Syndrome
and one which would also be a
breeder as well as a reactor.
What Weinburg fears is that the
Energy Commission may not be
willing to put the proper allocations into the project since it Is
controversial and uncertain.
"Separation
of
nuclear
generation and distribution"-The
idea is to separate the people
who produce Nuclear Energy
from the people who sell elec-
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tricity. Weinburg feels that the
people in control of the Nuke
program are businessmen and
not scientists. He states that
the entire program would benefit if it were in the hands of
Nuclear experts.
"Professionalism of nuclear
cadre"- Weinburg suggests in
phase four of his plan that nudear experts receive better pay
for their services. They are
underpaid which gives them a
decrease in incentive. If they
have such a huge responsibility
then why not reward them for
it?
"Security"- The nuclear reactor requires more security
than other energy producing
plants. Weinburg suggests that
if reactors were clustered in a
few areas they would be easier
to guard.
"Public education"- Weinburg
says that this is the most important consideration of the entire
issue. Nudear Energy is a phrase
that causes panic among people
who don't understand it. He
feels that people should be
aware of the dangers and advantages of the projects. If they
were better educated then they
could decide how they really
feel about it. The most important thing is to point out that
nuclear energy is not killing anyone. If it were we would have
heard about it before now.
Hie point of the whole matter is that there is such a thing as
safe nuclear energy. It can be the
major use of energy in the future. After the Three Mile Island
incident the problem is going to
be proving tit is to the people.
Like any other discovery that
has its problems, but it has a
great potential.

BECOME A LAWYER S ASSISTANT.
• Program approved by American Bar Association.
• Day or Evening classes available.
• Employment assistance.
A Representative from The National Center tor Paralegal
Training'a Lawyer's Assistant Program wit be on campus
on Friday. Oct. 5. from 9:00 am. - noon at the Placement
Office to meet interested students. For more information
contact the Placement Office or The National Center for
Paralegal Training. 3376 Peachtree Road, NE. Suite 430.
Atlanta. Georgia 30326. (404) 266-1000.

send me information about a career as a lawyer!
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Chester, England on display
BY BECKY ALLEN
A pictorial history of Chester, England has been donated
to the Archives and will be on
display in Dacus library through
NOT. 12, according to Mr. Ron
Chepesiuk, head of Special
Collections.
The 30 black and white
photographs mounted on 10
panels view the history of
Chester from its beginnings as
a Roman fortress. Chester is
celebrating its 1900th Anniversary. The foundation of the 1st
century A.D. fortress, a wail,
built in the 18th century circling
miles around the city
and other records, maps, and
historical facts are included.

Ms. Annette Kenmtt, city
archivist of Chester, England,
visited Wlnthrop from Oct. 26 to
Nov. 2 as a representative of the
dty record office. During her
visit, die spoke to three Wlnthrop classes, the Chester Rotary Club and attenaed a reception at Dacus library where she
was presented the key to the
dty by Rock Hill Mayor
Burnett Jerome and good wishes
by Chester dty councilman,
Jesse Grant.
According to Kennett, "the
aim of the exhibition is to promote knowledge of Chester's
history and record collections.
Pictures of maps and old prints
of the city are induded so people can know what Chester looks

like." Kennett (fid much of toe It Is presented by the Archives
research and layout for the dis- with items loaned from Jamas
play, but said, "I am represent- Pope and the Catawba Regional
ing the staff of workers who put Planning Council. An English,
8-day, brass-faced grandfather
it <11 together."
The display is accompanied dock is also displayed. The CA
by a taped message from chair- 1750 dock was bunt In Chester,
man John Ross of the 1900th England by Thomas Brown and
Anniversary Celebrations Com- is courtesy of Dr. Laurens Fort
mittee. "The panels and tape of Chester, South Carolina.
will become permanent records
Wlnthrop was chosen for the
of the Archives," Chepesiuk displays "becaua* of its willingness and it? dose proximity to
said.
A display of Chester, South Chester,
South
Carolina,"
Carolina joins the English dis- Kennett stated. Her visit coinplay with its pictorial history. cides with International Archives

Week, Nov. 4-10, designed to
promote understancfing between
archives and the public. Kennett
will follow-up her visit with a
display of Chester, South Carolina and Wlnthrop College in
Chester, England.
The display is opentotoe
public during library hours
through Nov. 12 and is free of
charge. Persons interested in
research may contact toe Archives at 323-2131.
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Senior Order chosen
Senior order, Winthrop honor
organization, has selected five
new members, according to
Debra Tolar, chairman.
The new members are Lynda
McGrew, Linda Teal, Elizabeth
Bultman, Jane Polansky and
Felicia Butler.
Tolar said that new members,
known as "lowlies," wffl be
Initiated next week, and the

lowly talent show wffl be open
to aU students.
"Senior order to composed of
toe fifteen most influential
members of the senior dass,"
said Tolar. "The organization is
a symbol of meritorious service
and encouragement to succeeding dasses to attain high standards of leadership."
The present members were

selected last spring at Junior
Follies, said Tolar. The old
members are Tolar, Patti
Abbott, Ruthie Ayers, Julie
GUbert, and Angela Hendrix.
Also Ralph Johnson, Joyce
Plyler, Claude Sloan, Shree
Yongue and Jimmie Williamson.

Why is November 15th important
BY RANDY McSPADDEN

Annette Kennett, Chester, England dty stehMst visited toe
Wlnthrop campus from October 26 to November 2. (Photo by
Tim Hartis)

Sociology Department
aids Census Bureau
The Sociology Department to
presently aiding toe Census Bureau in surveying household
addresses in preparation for toe
April mailing of questionnaires
for fte Decennial Census, 1980,
Hording to Dr. Mariene S. Milstead of the Sociology Department.
"The Sociology Department
aaanged with the Census Bureau
staff to provide interested sociology students with the opportunity to take the Census test
and toe seven-hour training
session," MBstead said. "Ten
students hate qualified, been
trained, and are now part-time
employees of the Census Bureau."
In conjunction with the experience "In toe field," the

flM

ing a spring semester course entitled "Social Research Experience" (Soc. 516). The course
wffl indude classroom Instruction and dbcussion of interviewing, toe organization of
U.S. and other censuses, and
analysis of census data. Each
student wffl chooee a topic of
his/her interest to research and
wffl be aided In his/her project
by a member of the Sociology
Department.
Mllstead said that toe course
to designed for sociology majors
who have already completed
one research methods course,
but other majors who hare a
comparable background can enroll if granted permission by Dr.
Joe Mills, chairman of the
Sociology Department at 2181,

empowerment of people.
It enables TUndiwoodi bi
The sixth annual Fast for a Booma and his tribe of Fulani
World Harvest to scheduled for namads to restock their herd
Thursday, November 15. Once and prevail over toe ravages of
again, students across the coun- famine and drought in the
try wffl have an opportunity to Sahel (Africa).
make a simple yet powerful
It supports the efforts of
commitment to the world's Esther Diaz, teacher and community worki. , as she leads an
hungry.
By going without food organization of Bolivian women
during the evening meal the who struggle to gain food inThursday before Thanksgiving dependence for their families.
and contributing the money
It backs toe work of A.T.
saved to Oxfam self-help pro- Ariyaratne, toe leader of a
jects, we will be giving tangible grass-roots movement in Sri
support to vUlage level develop- Lanka that involves over
ment around toe world.
500,000 people in agricultural,
More than anything, the Fast educational and economic profor a World Harvest to about the grams to bring self-reliance to

the village level.
Because of the Fast, many
of those who were starving and
in toe grip of poverty are now
able to feed and support themselves. That to the moat profound kind of empowerment.
TO join toe Fast, sign up in
the Thomson Cafeteria on toe
12, 13, or 14 of November.
Members of toe Winthrop
College Cooperative Ministries
wffl be there to provide you
with OXFAM pens and additional
Information
about
Oxfam-America. If you would
like to help in promoting the
Fast call Randy McSpadden
(328-6269) or Pat Blaney (3271207).

Senate meeting held
The sixth weekly meeting of
the Winthrop College Senate
was called to order on Wednesday, October 24, at 7 pjn. by
Senate
president
Jimmio
Williamson. Roll was called,
and the minutes were read and
approved. Devotion waa given
by Senator Tammie McDonald.
The first order of old business was toe second reading of
recommendation
3-79-60 RC.
Senator Kathy Covington presented a proposed amendment
totoerecommendationfrom
the Student Life Committee.
After lengthy debate, toe recommendation paased as was
amended.

Announcements woe made
was the third reading of 1-79*
80AC and 2-79-80AC, The John- and toe meeting was adjourned
at
7:42
pjn.
sonian and Student Government
Association budgets.
New Business began with to*
first reading of Bill 3-79-80B, a
bin to redesign toe selection process of toe seven member Student Allocations Commission
(SAC). This would be an SGA
by-law change. The bfll pasaed
first reading.
Another item of new business
was toe first reading of BUI
4-79-80B, a bfll which would
allow the SGA Vice-President to
select toe delegate chairperson
of SCSSL. This would be
another change In toe SGA

Thurber Carnival:
a unique atmosphere
BY GENE KNIGHT
"A Thurber Carnival," described by Dr. Blair Beasley,
associate professor of Drama,
aa a "revue of humorous
scenes," opened Wednesday
night, October 24. "Carnival"
was presented in a unique atmosphere, slmBar to theatres In
London; the patrons were served
wine and pretzels by cordial
hostesses.
The set was attractive and
original. The use of two basic
coign, black and white, aided in
shifting visual concentration to
the actors and their interaction
and away from the set. The keystone of the total presentation
was the music performed by
Dr. Christopher M. Reynolds,
aaaocfUa professor of Drama,
and Jack Mms, associate professor of the Baa.
The show opened with a very
snazzy, brassy scene called
"Word Dance," similar to the
party scene used on NBC's
"Laugh-In." The strong point of
this scene was the acton* timing
on the jokes.
The first act evolved into a
conglomeration of scenes that
ranged from fables, to a tropical island setting, to that Appamattox Courthouse in Virginia
circa 1865, to two vary drunk
gentlemen in a New York department store at Christmas.
The scenes opened with a
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story entitled "The Night the
Bed FW1," a very bad piece of
dialogue. The actor gave his best
try to make it {day, but
because of the story itself, it
did not play at all. The play
thai moved Into three fables,
an of which had a moral at the
end. Each of these fables were,
very good, and the audience
began to regain the laughter the
play was meant to give. The
next scene, entitled "If Grant
Had Been D-' king At Appamattox," was aautifully played
by both acton; Don Savelle
as the drunken hungovcr Grant,
and Jeff Smith as the highly
dignified, very proud Lee.
'Casuals of the Keys" was
somewhat of a downer, although
the acton, Reggie Branson and
Jeff Smith, were good. The
characters were believable, but
the material itself spoiled tills
scene. "MacBeth Murder Mystery," a delightful play on
Shakespeare's classic featuring
Ele TroweU as the typical
murder my-rtery reader, was excellent, and Donnie Blanchett
as a somewhat disturbed Britisher or New Englander mads the
interaction of the scene believable.
*Two Gentlemen Shoppen"
contained five good performers
who made this scene one of the
best in the play.
In "The Last Flower," material was stronger and played

bettor than other scenes. The
actress had strong facial expressions, as weU as vocal expressiveness.
This scene ended the first act
of "Carnival," leaving the audience with a feeling of hope for
mankind.
The second act opened with a
seme entitled "The Pet Department." This scene was very enjoyable because of the characten
and not the material. Reggie
Branson and Cathy Bishop are
able to dig up characten at will
and make these characten play.
"Fife and Forget" was a good
scene, but a little too long.
The characten were excellent
and tiie Interaction strong.
"Mr. Preble Gets Rid of His
Wife" — the placement of this
scene was bad.
"The Secret life of Walter
Mitty was very entertaining,
but tiie surgeon portion seemed
to have a few loose ends. For
instance, what happened to the
Marx Brothers take-off? It
glimmered for an instant at the
beginning, but quickly faded
away. The final "Word Dance"
contained the timing needed to
dose the show.
All in all, "A Thurber
Carnival" was one of the best
shows performed at Wlnthrop,
and Blair Beasley and his crew
should be highly commended.

STOCK-UP
ON

News briefs
Social work club to meet
The Social Work Club wfll meet Tuesday, November
6, in Gibson Room of Dinklns at 8:00 p.m., to share field
placement experiences, according to Shree Young, president of Social Work Club.
A two doDar membership fee is required to join the
dub. Memben do volunteer work in ten different agendas
for ten houre or more during the semester. Fourty-four
memben are currently involved in the dub.
All interested students may contact Ms. Stackhouas
at 2181, Young said.

Give a pint
Red Cross will hold its Blood Drive at Din kins upstain,
November 7-8,12 to 5 pjn.
Competition wUl be an added incentive to Greek and
non-Greek organizations to donate blood, according to
John Hasenjaeger, director of Public Committee forAlpha Kappa Psi, a business fraternity which is assisting in
the Wood drive.
Other organizations giving assistance are Delta Zeta
and Delta Sigma Theta.
Hasenjaeger said that a plaque win be awarded to one
Greek and one non-Greek organization for the total pints
donated. Students should sign up for their organizations
at the entrance.

Winhecon to meet
Winhecon, Home Economics Club, will meet Nov. 8
at 6:00 p.m. in Thurmond 209, to vote on 4 major issues,
according to dub reporter Mary Dunlap.
Dunlap said that the first issue is the service project.
Each year Winhecon takes on a service project which is
directed towards the community. The second issue Is the
social gathering.
The third issue is the fund raising project. Dunlap said
that in the past the dub has successfully sold cross stitch
patterns of Thurmond. The final issue wfll be to vote on
the hand book revisions.
"Winhecon," Dunlap said, "is proud to announce the
membership has exceeded previous yean, and the membership drive is still open until Nov. 6. Hie support of aQ
memben will make this year one of the best."

To paint girl's home

[at The Stockroom!
The largest httrmafory..
Tho lowett pricas...
ANYWHtMtt

The Social Work Club will participate in painting the
Rock HU1 Girl's Home Saturday, November 3, from 9 ajn.
to 4 pjn., according to Shree Young, president of Sodal
Work Club.
The Girl's Home will furnish the painting supplies,
Young said. "This is a dub activity never done before."
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Field hockey douses Converse
BY DAVID JACKSON
The Winthrop field hockey
team again split two matches
the other week, maintaining
their seasonal record at the
.500 level (7-7).
.
Ann Ellerbe's team defeated
Converse 2-0, but feD to High
Point I-O.
Winthrop scored the Converse victory on Tuesday,
October 23. Chris Sherman
scored both goals in the final
half. She was assisted on her
second one by Stella Oliver.
The Eagles completely dominated this match, as a 22-2
advantage in shots from the
field might indicate. Winthrop
also held an 18-1 lead in shots
from the comer. Only twelve
saves by the Converse goalie
made the match as close as it
was.
Unfortunately, the Eagles
came up short in their second
match of the week as they lost
to High Point 1-0 on Thursday,
October 25.
The visitors scored early in
the game and then held on for
the victory.
Hie Eagles appeared to have
scored a goal with about 15
minutes left in the game, but it
was taken away because the
shot had occurred outside of
the offensive circle.
The High Point game marked
the end of Winthrop's regular
season. Last week, the Eagles
participated in the annual Deeb
South Tournament here on

campus. They needed to win record, 'ihe results of the tourtwo out of their three matches nament will be in next week's
in order to finish with a winning Johnsonian.

BY DAVID JACKSON

During the past few weeks, I have been discussing the various
changes which have taken [dace in the Winthrop Athletic Department since the arrival of athletic director Nield Gordon in September of 1977.
Of all the changes, probably the most pleasant one has been
the gradual evaporation of tension between men's and women's
sports.
7*When Gordon arrived here there was a significant amount of
•
animosity between the two sexes within the athletic department.
VgJB
A lot of women resented the presence of the new men's basketball team and the better treatment they seemed to be getting.
••
This relates to the fact that (to me anyway) the arrival of
^
men's
basketball represented the final hammering down of coi
education here at Winthrop, the school which had once been
the bastion of all-female education. Men were now inviting
mm Mf
what had been a great source of pride to the ringle-aexed Winfc-^f
«MKailfc:.
JF' /pr
throp, intercollegiate sports (the soccer team won still in Its in^8gsagK& ffif
fant stages at this time and did not receive near the publicity
J V
that Gordon and the basketballers did).
^
However, I believe that the women's resentment of men's
SBBSfcte^- '
W & f f f f f f j E j K •basketball back in 1977-78 constituted blatant chauvinism.
During a recent interview in the Charleston (SC) News and
p H p n R f i r a u f l k '
Courier/Evening Post of October 21, former coordinator of
§j||r§g|il|
intercollegiate
athletics Mary Roland Griffin was quoted as say3j$f
ing that, during the first years of men's basketball at Winthrop,
K
"students
and
coaches complained of the tremendous expendiA H H
tures for the men's basketball team. They had scholarships,
warmups, practice uniforms — things we never had before.
Yet the answer was that we had to get the men started to get our
J ' " \
whole athletic program on its feet."
\
Dr. Griffin went on to add that "I don't think women have
gotten fair treatment at Winthrop, but I can understand why."
'
Actually, there is nothing to understand — as long as Nield
i.p-'
Gordon has been here, women's athletics have never received
unfair treatment.
, |^^H|HKRjugbJ^^ \ «K«'
/f >
1
First of all, let's clear up a few things about the statement
attributed to Dr. Griffin, particularly those "things we never
JH
1
had
before."
^SS3e®^^FMbsSp|^^^^4S^&.
It should be pointed out that Gordon was the first one to
provide scholarships for women's athletics. Title IX regulation
Some recent field hockey action during a win over Convene.
set down in 1975 require this.
A™1 EUerbe's team is currently 7-7. (Photo by AP. Copley)
Between 1975 and 1977, no scholarship money was available
to women's athletics and these were the years in which Dr.
Griffin ran the athletic department.
SAVE AT PLEJ'S
SAVE AT PLEJ'S
During Gordon's first year here (1977-78), 500 dollars was
made available for women's scholarships — and none of it was
used by the women's coaches.
The next year, 5000 dollars was set aside for scholarships —
and only 800 dollars of this total was used.
During the 1977-78 academic year, 15,000 dollars was turned
back in from the women's athletic budget. This money (which
could have been used to buy warm-ups and practice jerseys for
the women) was not used for anything because the zero-based
budgeting system which Winthrop uses requires expenditure of
all allocated money.
To sum up, the money was there for all those "things we
never had before." It was just that the people in control of
women's athletics didn't use it.
Instead, the women were content to complain about all the
advantages the men were getting. It seemed as if they would
TEACHERS OR STUDENTS: SHOW YOUR WINTHROP I.D. CARD AND
rather
complain than enjoy these same advantages themselves.
RECEIVE . . . .
Fortunately, this attitude has now changed as Ann EUerbe
and Elaine Mozingo have been hired to take over the women's
program.
Ellerbe serves as associate athletic director, basketball coach,
and field hockey catch. Mozingo is volleyball, softball, and assistant basketball coach.
Ellerbe and Mozingo have brought a nice, relaxed touch to
the situation here at Winthrop. They have both won the complete
respect of female and male athletes.
A good example of this new spirit was the recent volleyball
match between Winthrop and the powerful College of Charleston.
Pea body Gym was packed in support of the volleyballers and the
crowd included many soccer, baseball, and men's basketball
players. Opposite sex teams are finally beginning to root hard
for each other.
,

'life,.. -

ANYTHING IN OUR STORE (EXCEPT CARPET).
SEE OUR BEAUTIFUL SELECTION OF TOWELS, SHEETS - BLANKETS - BEDSPREADS - DRAPES - ETC.... REMEMBER CHRISTMAS
WILL SOON BE HERE. RECEIVE 10% OFF UNTIL NOV. 10th.
ADDRESS: DAVE LYLE BLVD. AT WHITE STREE'
PHONE: 328-2909
HOURS: Monday-Saturday, 9:00 to 5:30 P.M.
t

Tatler Photographer
Color, Gold Tone
Black & White
Placement Photos
314 Oakland Ave.
Phone: 327-2123
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Soccer team wallops Wake Forest 5-0
and John Benson.
West Jenkins comer kick. Some
Casada was cfisappointed wife impressive 5-0 win over Wake
A highlight of tills match was
ere (fit fortolagoal must be given the team's showing against M - Forest, a major school out of the great play of the Winthrop B
b e Atlantic Coast Conference.
team,
affectionately known a»
Hie Wlnthrop Eagle soccer to Alex Almauger, who <fls- mont Abbey, saying that 'It
The score was only 1-0 at
team continues to roD along as tret ted the goaUe and made was our worst performance of halftime, but two goals in the the Beagles. They played the last
Zlerold's
shot
a
little
easier.,
the
year.
We
played
just
well
few minutes and scored one goal
they won three consecutive
Carlos Gonzalez scored the enough to win." Even so, the first fire minutes of the second (Stofan's).
games the other week.
half broke the game wide open.
Winthrop outshot the Demon
Coach Jim Casada's team wal- winning goal wife eight minutes. Eagles did control the game Goals were scored by Alex Alloped Presbyterian and Wake left in the first half thanks to offensively as they outshot the mauger, Tim Peay, Doug Stofan, Deacons 19-5. Once again,
ai
asist
by
Bahman
Tehran.
Qrusaders
19-11.
Ftorest by identical scores of
Bowen and Massella combined
The soccer team bounced and Carles Gonzalez (2). Assists for the shutout, which was Win5-0 and eased past Belmont There was no further scoring
back the next day to claim an were registered by Pete Fell (2) throp's seventh of the season
Abbey 3-2 to raise their record hi the game.
to 13-3-1. The team is a cinch to
(a new team record).
make the four-team playoffs to
Last week's match against
be held in two weeks at Wln&sldne will be reported in th«>
throp.
next Johnsonian.
The Eagles recorded their
This weekend, the Eagles wfll
11th win of the season with a
participate in the District Six
5-0 "laugher" over Presbyterian
tournament for the third conon Tuesday, October 23.
secutive year. The four team
Goals were scored by Carlos
playoff will be played out at
Gonzalez and Franldc Griffin
the Shack on Friday and Satur(who had two each) and West
day, November 9 and 10.
Jenkins. Assists were awarded to
Friday's semi-final games will
fend Armistead and Tim Peay,
be played at 1 and 3 pjn. The
who had three. Gonzalez and
championship game at 2 pan. on
John Hubbard were awarded a
Saturday.
double assist on one goal.
Because of NAIA law, adWinthrop outshot PC by an
mission must be charged at tills
extremely lopsided 37-4. Goalies
went. It will be $1.00 for stuBob Bowen and Bob Massella
dents and $2.00 for adults.
combined for the shutout,
recording two saves apiece.
***************
The Eagles gave what Casada
By the way, have you ever
described as a 'Tack-luster perheard the expression that a team
formance" when they defeated
is only as good as its substitute
Belmont Abbey 3-2 on Saturplayers? Well, the soccer team's
chy, October 27.
substitutes (the legendary BeagThe homestanding Crusaders
les, with their fearless leader,
got on the board first thanks to
Steve Arnold) are a major reason
a defensive letdown eight minwhy they are so good. Next
. utes into the game.
week, we will have a special
Winthrop tied the score about
Freshman Keith "Moonraker" Botvtaik moves the ball during a recent match against Wake Forest
report on the Beagles' winning
15 minutes later on a goal by
The Eagles blasted the Demon Deacons 5-0 to raise their record to 13-3-1. (Fhoto by A.P. Copley)
season.
freshman Scott Zierold off of a
BY DAVID JACKSON

And

Schlitz

Present:
WROQ PARTY WITH J.B.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 7,5 P.M.
Schliiz 25< Per COB
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY

BE THERE!
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Volleyball team wins four straight
BY DAVID JACKSON
Elaine Mozingo *s Winthrop
volleyball team bounced back
bom Its first defeat of the year
to icon four victories in two
tri-matehea played the other
week.
On Tuesday, October 23,
the Eagle volleybaHers traveled to Hickory, N.C. to participate In a tri-match with Louisburg and Lenoir Rhyne. They
came away with two victories.
First, they disposed of Louisburg 15-5, 15-8, The night's
find match (againzt Lenoir
Rhyne) was supposed to have
been a little tougher. The
Bears had been barely beaten
by the College of Charleston,
the only team to defeat Winthrop.
However, the Eagles made it
look easy and defeated the home
team 15-3,15-6. "They're an off
and on team," explained Mozlngo. "Fortunately, we caught
them on an off alght."
Two nights later, the Eagles
traveled to Spartsnburg to participate hi a tri-match with
Central Wesleyan and USCSpartanburg.
Winthrop had trouble right
off the bat with Central Wesleyan, losing the first game
14-16. They then rallied to
capture the match with 15-4,
15-11 wins.
"We just goofed off during
the first game," said Mozingo.
"We had no concentration and
didn't get It together until the

second game."
The Eagles then carried the
momentum from ae Central
Wesleyan win ov . to a 15-5,
15-7 victory against host USCSpartanburg. Coach Mozingo
used all of her players during
this victory.
These four wins bring toe
volleyball record to 25-1 for

the season.
The Eagles suffered a big
personal loss the other week
when starter Sharon Driggers
had to go home to Charleston
because of Injury. As a result,
Mozingo b havingtoreshuffle
herlLis-up.
"Sne's a good jumper, splker
and great on defense," says

Mozingo. "We can replace her on
the front row, but we wfli have
trouble making up for her back
row play."
Brigger's loss fired the team
up for last week's rematch with
College of Charleston, which
took place last Friday night.
Results of this match, as well as
ones against Lander, Converse,

USC-Aiken, S.C. State and Columbia will be in next ir*"k's
w

-

This weekend, November 9
and 10, Mozingo's vofleyballers
wfll participate In the state
AIAW tournament In Florence.
Opponents and starting times
have yet to be determined.

Intramural report

BY CONNIE CHYLSTUN A
October 22 play but still remain on top in the women's IntraFLAG FOOTBALL
mural flag football standings.
The Unquestlonables boosted their win column to 4-1 in the
Rack Busters remain undefeated In American League division
season after defeating Rough Riders 14-0 and toe Delta Zeta
intramural flag football' after trouncing Turbots 27-0 at toe
Turtles 27-0.
Shack, October 22, said Evans Brown, director of Intramural
In other action, Rough Riders defeated toe FBI 6-0 to even
sports.
their record at 2-2. Standings in women's league are:
Toe Keggers lost their first game to the Sandwich Construction 20-15 to put their record at 8-1. The Keggers now stand in
5-0 FBI
Sophisticated Ladies
third in the AFL division.
4-1 Delta Zeta
Unquestlonables
The triumphant leader in the National Football League divi2-2
Rough
Riders
sion is Forever standing at 5-0 In toe season after defeating the
Bombers in a dose contest 27-20.
The standings in flag football are:
SOFTBALL
AFL
NFL
The National League (flvWon champs the Saints, coached
by Gary Stone, defeated the Imported Hams in the best 2 out of
5-0 Rack Busters
54)
Forever
3
to
capture the campus tide, on October 22-23 at the Shack.
5-1 Muggly Utthers
4-1
Hams
The American League division champs, The Imported Hams,
1-1-1 Keggers
3-3
All Stars
entered the contest with a season record of 84) to match that of
2-2 Sandwich Construction
4-2
Bombers
1-2-1 Turbots
2-2 the Saints. The Saints managed to control both games 7-6 and
Head Hunters
5-3 to capture the campus championship.
0-1-1 PKA
24
Freshman
Final standings in the leagues are:
0-3-1 Razors
1-4
Leonard's Losers
0-4 ZOA
0-7
Sack Patrol
NFL
WOMEN'S LEAGUE FINAL STANDINGS
84) PIKA
Saints
FLAG FOOTBALL
6-2 Hack Busters
Jim's
4-4
Sophisticated Ladies were out of action In the week of
Sixers

HAIA DISTRICT 6 SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP
Friday
November 9
Saturday
November 10

Games will be played at 1:00 and 3:00.
Winthrop will play the 3:00 game.
2:00 Championship
Winner of 1:00 vs. Winner of 3:00

$2.00 adults
$1.00 students w

All games will be played
Winthrop Soccer Field at the
Ad courtesyof the WMimp Eugfettes.1

| ••!
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ABUNFULOFVVMSTO
SAVE A BUNDLE AT RAX
m m M ogpi i a i t t

• TWO FOR ONE.
I
I
|
•

Buy one Rax roast beef
i
sandwich at the regular
price and get your second
sandwich free with this ' jK|
coupon.
« |
Expires Nov. 30,1979

•

BCUP COUPON" Kt'"ii m m m

M 30? OFF WITH THIS
BAR-B-Q-PON

„
'mtSM.

®®
II
11

Buy a Rax Barbecue
beef sandwich and
save 30 cents.

CLP
I COUPON*
r mm mm m «
i

I
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• CUP C
O
U
P
O
N• • • • • • ^

30<P OFF BIG RAX \\ 30<F OFF RAX TJ FRIES
Buy a Big Rax roast
beef sandwich and
save 30 cents.

11
11
• |
•!

Expire! Nov. 30,1979

J 3M#MMIRMNHHHIi

I SAVE 5CWON A RAX PLATTER
• Order our delicious
Rax roast beef
sandwich, crispy fries
and our endless salad
and save 50 cents.
Offer not good at
pick-up window.

,

Buy a Rax roast beef
sandwich and an
orderof our crispy
fries and save 30
cents.

SAVE 30? ON BARBECUE •
*i\IK AND FRIES I

We couldn't make our delicious Rax specialities any better
tasting. So we made them better buys. As you'll discover
when you redeem these coupons in the restaurant or at our
speedy pick-up window. Bax. You said a bunful. And now
youll save a pocketful, too.

Buy a wowie Barbecue I
sandwich and our
b
crispy fries and save
30 cents.

ROAST

BEEF
Trmirmirwrcmww
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DSU HAPPENINGS
In 1943, sixteen German paratroopers
landed in England.
In three days they almost won the War.

Mike Williams
. . . .to play at ATS
Mike Williams will be performing at ATS Friday, November 9 at 9:00, according to Ronnie
LafCtte, Dinkins Program Board president.
.
,
ti
Williams' act includes many of his own songs nlayed on his 1964 12-string guitar with comedy
thrown in between songs. The video TV in Dinkins presented a sample of his routine.
Williams combines fine musical talent with a great stage presence and puts on a fantastic show.
Much of his music appears to be country, but has an undercurrent of sophistication that sets him
apart from that style of music.
"He uses song parodies of country music in conjunction with a number of stories that keeps tne
audience in hysterics. His humor ranges from the silly to the, shall we say ribald?"
-The lion's Roar
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IHAEL CAIHE DONALD SUTHERLAND ROBERT DU1LL
"THE EAGLE HAS LANDED"--, JWTMTTB NMUMIKI
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- LARRY HAGMAN—
i

"THE EAGLE HAS LAHDED"
Monday, November 15 9:15 p.m.
Tillman Auditorium
ADMISSION: 50< with WCIP, $1 guests

Short Course: Counted Cross Stitch
OOPS!

I
rUlNK. X.

COUNTEb
WROWS/

Counted cross stitch, a Dinkins' short
course, will be held November 6 and 13 at
7:00-8:30 p.m. at Dinkins room 221,
according to Amy Nichols, short course
committee chairperson.
Personnel from "Itchin' to Stitch" sewing store will instruct the course, which
will be limited to 15 students. The sign-up
sheet will be available in Dinkins Informa. tio'n Desk.
Cost of :the course is $2.50 with a WCID.
Students will pay at the first meeting.
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'I spent my freshman year looking for a parking space.

99

The Joseph Schlitz Brewing
Company certifies Schlitz to be a
beer of uncompromising excellence, expertly brewed using only
pure water, the very finest barley
malt, and select hoos and grains.
Every drop carefully aged and
chill-lagered for superior quality.
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